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Abstract

protocols provide support for structuring techniques like
replication and load sharing and may be used as a basis for
fault tolerance [ll.
Group communication protocols are themselves complex, difficult to write, and hard to manage. They require
that the client programmer specify the properties of message ordering, policies for handling faults, and methods for
interpreting a multiplicity of results following single invocations. Therefore a group communication mechanism
alone is insufficient for expressing and managing the complexity that arises from arbitrary styles of group interaction.
To demonstrate this, consider the use of a group communication mechanism in the context of a replicated service
where a request to the service is turned into requests to
each replica and some protocol is run to assure consistency among the replicas. A number of aspects have to be
taken into account when designing such a system: number
of replicas, placement, consistency mechanism and policy,
failure handling, and protocols for handling client requests.
Consider the problem of handling the results of group invocation when several servers are called as part of a multicast
and each can return a result. The result handling protocols
may vary from a simple one, such as ignoring all results
or waiting for a fixed number of them, to more complex
ones, e.g., collecting results from a majority of servers. In
the most general case the number of collected results may
depend on the number of servers, the parameters to the call,
and the results already received. For most applications, a
client of such a replicated service should see it as a simple service without being exposed to the complexity of its
implementation.
A group structuring mechanism is a facility for creating
and maintaining groups. By encapsulating group communication in such a mechanism, we can achieve a simple
interface to a group without exposing the complexity of its
structure and internal communication.

Thispaperdescribes a structuring mechanismforgrouping objects in a distributed object-oriented language. A
group structuring mechanism provides a single flexible
method for managing distributed applicationsthat imolve
complicated communication protocols and sophisticated
structure. We have added such a mechanism to the Emerald distributed object-oriented language and its runtime
system. Our group structuring mechanism fits entirely
within the context of object-orientedprogramming, so similar mechanisms could be added to other distributed objectoriented languages.

1 Introduction
In this paper we show that a general and flexible group
structuring mechanism for expressing and managing clusters of cooperating objects can be introduced into a distributed object-oriented programming language. A group
structuring mechanism can ease the complexity of programming distributed systems by encapsulating the structure and
communication protocols for groups of interacting objects.
1.1 The need for a group mechanism
Many problems in programming distributed systems are
caused by the inherent complexity of their structure and
communication patterns. Distribution adds a new design
dimension requiring a designer to take into account placement of objects, their mobility, reliabilityof nodes and links
of the underlying network, and the impossibility of consensus among parts of a distributed system. Several techniques
are used to deal with this complexity. Elaborate protocols
are used to maintain (at least partial) consistency among
components of a distributed system. Replication and recovery mechanisms are used to provide higher availability
and fault-tolerance.
Group communication is another recognized technique
for managing the complexity of distributed systems [2, 103.
It is used to simplify communication by enabling simultaneous addressing of all members of a group. It helps maintain
consistency by ordering messages. Group communication

1.2

A group mechanism should be flexible to enable the
specification of all aspects of group interactions [14, 133
and transparent to hide thecomplexity of these interactions.
In general, we wish to support three degrees of transparency
for clients of group communication:
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- the client is oblivious that it is
interacting with a group; members of a group are not

completely transparent
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Figure 1: General model of a group structure. Clients communicate with group objects via the group channel. Group
objects interface clients and members via the group channel. Members are connected by the member channel.
visible; results are collected by the group; a single
result based on results collected from members is returned to the client.
semi-transparent - the client knows that it interacts with
a group; group communication is controlled by parameters passed by the client; a single collected result
is returned.
no transparency - the client knows that it interacts with a
group; it controls execution of group communication;
all results are returned separately.

implementation. In Section 7 we discuss related work.
Finally, i n Section 8 we present our conclusions.

The group structuring mechanism described in this paper allows varying degrees of group transparency to be expressed. For example, the client may not be aware that it is
communicating with a group, it may be aware, but not care
to modify its behavior, or it may be aware, but only care to
deal with the group when, say, fewer than half of the group
members are accessible. These and other constraints can
be expressed entirely within the framework of an objectoriented system, so no new programming paradigm is required.
Successful distributed programming models have equivalents in traditional programming languages, for example,
RPC [3] and distributed shared memory [l 11. In this paper, we propose a set of cooperating objects as a programming technique that provides a structuring mechanism for
using groups and group communication. The technique
is expressed in terms of the object-oriented programming
paradigm. We are using the technique in the Emerald
object-oriented programming language.

In [14] we proposed a general model of a group structure. According to this model, a group consists of two
kinds of objects: group objects that interface the group
with the outside world, and member objects that perform
the group’s tasks (see Figure 1). Group objects identify a
group and provide access to its services. They are the only
interface between client objects and a group. A client’s
request for a service, passed to a group object, is turned
into appropriate actions of member objects. Members may
have different functionality and they do not have to respond
to the same requests. Objects comprising a group and its
clients communicate through channels which represent the
communication media used in the group and may be either
a communication mechanism used to connect objects or an
object that encapsulates such a mechanism.

2 Characteristics of groups
In this section we present our model of a group structure,
discuss the different roles served by a group, and advocate
encapsulation of the group structure and communication.
Structure of a group

Different views of a group

A group plays three roles: it is maintained by some manager
objects, it is accessed by its clients, and it interacts with its
members. Each role gives a different perspective on the
group. For manager objects, a group is a collection of
objects with a number of operations to maintain it. Such
a collection may be created, its structure and membership
dynamically changed, and its actions may be controlled
and modified. For a client, a group is a server that offers
a certain service. The implementation of such a server,

1 3 The rest of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we discuss the requirements for a flexible and transparent
group mechanism. In Sections 3 through 6 we discuss
our group structuring mechanism first in general terms,
then in the context of Emerald, and finally in terms of
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Figure 2: A scenario of the MOI. The big rectangle denotes a group structuring mechanism. Arcs stand for steps of the
MOI. The big arrows point to the information that becomes available at the end of each step.
moment if the results already collected are sufficient for it
to proceed.
In Figure 2, we show a scenario of the MOL In the first
step (calling), a client’s message is passed to the group.
It carries information about the group being called, the
invoked method, and arguments of the invocation. The
next step (multicasting) encompasses protocols used for
the selection of members to be called, message ordering,
and synchronization. As a result of this step, a list of
member objects to be invoked becomes available. The third
step (invoking)consists of invocations of selected member
objects. In the next step (replying), the invoked member
objects return results of the invocations. Knowledge of the
list of invoked members allows the group to detect if the
returned result is the last one. When enough results have
been collected, the reply to the client is determined and
returned (the retuming step).
An important feature of MO1 is that it enables multicast communication among objects in such a way that
both clients and members see the invocation as a traditional
(clienuserver) object invocation. MO1 does not require any
changes to the client or server. Any method may be invoked
either directly or by means of the MO1 mechanism. Any
object may invoke a group obliviously of group communication.

in this case the fact of it being a group, may be irrelevant

to clients, so the their view of a group does not include
managerial operations. For members, a group is a client
that expects a certain functionality from them.
Encapsulation

A transparent group mechanism should hide two aspects of
complexity in distributed systems: structure and communication. A group should be seen as an atomic, indivisible
object, hiding its structure and the protocols for accessing
members. A fully encapsulated group may transparently
change the number, identity, and configuration of its members, as well as the protocols for passing a client’s requests
to the members. A client of such a group sees a simple
interface despite the group’s internal complexity.

3 A proposed mechanism
The design of our group mechanism is focused on the
flexible and transparent handling of group communication.
We first show the issues of group communication that affect
the design and then present a group structure that takes these
issues into account.

3.1 Group communication for objects

3.2 Group structure
In order to provide a means to flexibly handle the MOI,

Multiple Object Invocation (MOI) [14] is a method of
providing group communication among objects. It is based
on the following scheme: an object identifying a group is
invoked, the invocation is turned into invocations of the
appropriate methods on appropriate member objects, and
results of these invocations are collected and returned as the
result of the original invocation. Each result is processed at
the moment of its reception without waiting for the others.
Multicast invocation may be abandoned by the caller at any

the group structure in our mechanism reflects steps of the
MO1 (Figure 2). The mechanism is a framework for maintaining the group’s membership and handling group communication. A group may be created from the framework
by providing a number of objects (group components) that
share the responsibilities of group communication (Figure 3). Each of these components encapsulates a single
step of MO1 and is invoked by the framework when this step
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Figure 3: Structure of a group in the proposed mechanism. Arrows depict the steps of the MOI (Figure 2). 7’he group
object according to Figure 1 is the group component here. 7’he group channel is the channel component that encapsulates
multicast of member invocations. m e client channel is a direct invocation on the group object.
and passes it to the Group component. The Stan and Znit
components permit a group to undertake actions in case of
the events during the MO1 that mark a change of the state
of invocation and which are independent of member invocations. The Stan component is invoked when the MO1
is initiated. The Init component is invoked at the time the
Channel invokes members.
Additional infrastructure exists in a group for handling
group membership, exceptions, and modifying group’s
structure and behavior.
A group has a dynamic structure. It can be reconfigured
after creation by replacing or modifying the objects comprising it. By allowing more than one component of each
kind, we provide a mechanism for creating groups with
multiple personalities (a personality is a view of a group as
seen by a client through the particular Group object it is accessing). We require that each of the group’s personalities
see the same set of members because it is the membership that defines a group. We assure this by requiring that
all of the group’s personalities share the infrastructure for
membership handling.

should be performed. In this way, the framework enables
group communication by linking the group’s components
and invoking them according to the execution of MOI. It
does not define any particular protocol for handling group
communication. This protocol is realized by the actions of
component objects and is independent of the framework.
Some of the group’s components may be provided by
the same object. Different methods of the object may be
used to provide functionality of more than one component.
The Group and Channel components perform actions
that interface the group’s clients and members. The Group
component is the only object visible to the group’s clients.
Its converts their requests into group’s actions. Eventually,
results of the group’s invocation are passed by the Group
object back to the client. The Channelcomponent performs
all actions that lead to invocations of members, including
selecting members to be invoked, multicasting, ordering
of the invocation with respect to other invocations, and
synchronizing the invocation with other events. The actions
of the Channel component are not split into separate steps
because some may be unnecessary in some cases and their
order may differ from group to group. For example, a group
may require selecting half of the members and ordering
their invocation relative to all other group invocations in
the system. Another group may need ordering relative
to changes in its membership and then selecting only one
member. The results of member invocation are passed back
to the Channel component.
Three additional components are used by the group to
dynamically react during the MOI. The Reply component
encapsulates the policy of collecting results. It is passed
each result separately and informed by the Channel component about which result is the last one. The Reply component decides on the final result of a group invocation

3 3 Properties of the mechanism
The structure of a group enables flexible MO1 protocols
because knowledge about the course of group communication is made available to the application. The mechanism fully encapsulates both the structure of the group
and its internal communication. Group communication is
fully transparent because client and member objects interact with a single object by means of a simple invocation.
Semi-transparent group communication may be achieved
by modifying a group’s behavior according to parameters
passed to the Group object. Other levels of transparency
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Figure 4: Structure of a group in Emerald. A group is managed through its manager: Its services are accessible though its
coordinators. Monitor objects are notijied of group events such as failures and changes in membership.

4.2 Group maintenance
A group is created in two stages. First, the Group builtin object is used to instantiate a group creator. Second,
the group creator creates the actual group (Figure 5). W O
abstract types are used to create a group: the type of member
objects and the type of the service the group will provide. A
group object conforms to the managerial view of the group
and is used for maintaining its membership. Members and
monitor objects may be added to and removed from a group
and a group’s membership may be inspected. To obtain the
client’s view of the group, the GetGroupmethod is invoked
on the object. The object it returns (a group coordinator)
fully encapsulates all group mechanisms, conforms to the
service type of the group, and may be used wherever a
normal object of the same type can be used.
An object that on request creates group coordinators
is passed as a parameter of group creation. This object
is invoked whenever a client asks for its handler. If a
group should have only one personality, the object creates
only once coordinator and returns it to all clients. If the
object creates more coordinators the group has multiple
personalities.

can be achieved by enabling interactions between clients
and the internal group objects.

4 Adding groups to Emerald
In this section we describe the implementation of our
group mechanisms in Emerald [ 151. Emerald is an objectbased programming language and a distributedruntime system for objects. The language is strongly typed and supports distribution. Emerald’s objects are mobile and may
be invoked in a location independent manner.

4.1 Group structure
The central objects in an Emerald group are group coordinators (Figure 4). A coordinator corresponds to a Group
object in our model in that it is the client’s handle to group
services and it defines actions undertaken upon group invocation. A coordinator handles group communication and
combines the functionality of the Start, Init, and Reply objects fromFigure3. The functionalityofthe Channelobject
is realized by the underlying run-time system and permits
only a fixed number of predefined multicast protocols.
W Oobjects represent a group to outside objects: the
group coordinator which corresponds to the client view of
a group and provides access to services offered by a group
to its clients, and the group manager which corresponds
to the managerial view of a group and provides methods
for maintaining the group. Since the coordinator defines
groups services, a group may have multiple personalities
by having multiple coordinators.
A group contains a set of members which respond to
the same invocations although each may react differently.
There are also secondary members of a group called monitors that monitor group events like membership changes
and failures.

4 3 Group communication
A group coordinator may have traditional operations as
well as multicast operations implementing an MO1 protocol. If an operation invoked on a group is a traditional one
then it is normally invoked on the coordinator object. If it
is a multicast operation then it is turned into invocations
on members according to the protocol specified in a call
clause. The three parts of the operation body (start, init,
and reply) specify reaction to subsequent events that occur during the MOI: starting an invocation, invocation of
members, and reception of a result.
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8 creation of a group
NSServerType]
NSCreator c Group.Qf[NSServiceType,
NSGroup t NSCreator:Cnate[NSCoonlinatorCreator]

coordinatorNameServiceController
% operationsavailableon the group
export Add, Remove. LookUp, GetServers
% an operationmmed into MO1 on members
multicast Add[Name : String Item : A n y ]
% use atomic causal broadcastprotocol
dProtocol.Tota1

% building a group
NSGroup.Join[Serverl]

...

NSGroup.Join[Sewe19]
NSGroup.Leave[Server2]

% called when members invoked
init Receivers : Vector.0f [MemberType]
% abort MO1 when no members in the group
quit when Receivers ==NIL
end init

NSGroup.AddMonitor[NSMaritor]
% client’s vinv of a group
Nameservice + NSGroup.GetGroup
% using a group
Nameservice.Add[“sirpa”,
Sirpal 31
NameService.Remove[‘Yi’’,
Foo&lr]
foo t NameService.LookUp[“sirpa”]

% called when a member retums

reply received
last isLasr : Boolean
96 stop when all members returned
quit when i s h t
end reply
end Add
multicast Remove[Name: String Item : Any]

Figure 5 : A sequence of operationsfor creation and use of
an example group (a replicated name service).

...

end Remove
% an invocation called on a single member
multicast LookUp[Name: String] + [Item: Any]
% use singular broadcast (invokeone member)
call ProtocoLSingular

Figure 6 shows an example coordinator with four operations. The Add, Remove, and Lookup operations are group
communication invocations. The fist two use a totally ordered reliable multicast protocol to invoke all the group’s
members. The third one invokes only one member. The
Add operation is aborted if the group has no members (init
section). The reply section is called whenever a result is
returned from an invoked member. The GetServers function is a traditional operation that returns a list of current
group members by invoking the group object.

% waitfor rhefirsr result and rerum
reply Result : Any received
Item t Result
end reply
end Lookup
% operationperfbnnedlocally on the cooniinator
function Gelservers+ [Res : Vector.0f [MemberType]]
% call the associated group object
Res t manager.GetMembers
end GetServers
end NameServiceController

4.4 Communication protocols
Our group mechanism can use any protocol supported
by the underlying system. In the Emerald implementation,
we use a range of protocols including reliable broadcast
protocols with different ordering properties (total, causal,
total causal, and unordered) as well as singular calls (in a
singular call one member is selected, if it cannot be reached
another one is selected), and n-call (like singular call but
invocation of n members is required).
Protocols to be used for group maintenance are defined
in the coordinator creator. Protocols used for multicasting
MO1 invocations are defined in the call clause of the multicast operation in a group coordinator. All messages in the
system are ordered relatively to each other.

Figure 6: Example of a group coordinator. This object
encapsulates group communicationprotocols used by the
replicated name service.
initially not designed as parts of a group may be used in
group invocations without any change.

5

4.5 Receiving broadcast invocations

Implementation

Implementation of our group mechanisms consists of
three major parts: broadcast protocols implemented in the
Emerald kernel, support for groups of lightweight objects
in the object run-time system, and group communication
primitives in the language and run-time system.
The Emerald kernel was augmented with a suite of reliable broadcast protocols. The suite is based on reliable
broadcast and contains a number of ordering protocols (unordered, total, causal, total causal) and a protocol for detecting and recovering from inconsistencies in the system.

An optional clause by has been added to the method
definition syntax to enable detection of an MO1 invocation
and to reveal a list of all objects that received the same
invocation message. In case of an MO1 invocation of the
method, the variable declared by the by clause contains
a list of active members of a group, and a special object
NIL otherwise. If the list of receivers is not needed then
the by clause may be omitted-this means that the MO1
mechanism is transparent on the callee’s side. Objects
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7 Related work

The protocols use physical broadcast over Ethernet using
UDP. The consistency protocol enables nodes to be added
and removed from the system, and to recover from node
crashes and transient lapses of connectivity.
The object group mechanism uses broadcast to propagate group membership information to all nodes of a system. Each node maintains a list of members for all active
groups. When a group initiates a broadcast, the invocation
message is broadcast to all nodes. Upon receiving a broadcast message, a node invokes all local group members and
subsequently sends back their replies. The Emerald object
migration mechanism propagates broadcast and membership information when members or parts of a group migrate.
The changes to the Emerald language include a new
built-in object (Group) and a number of group communication primitives (the call, start, and reply sections of the
multicast operation, and the by clause). The changes do
not compromise the Emerald object model and are typesafe.

Group communication has been recognized as a valuable
communication method for distributed operating systems.
Systems like V [5] and Amoeba [lo] use process groups
for replicated and distributed services. Multicast is used to
simplify and expedite communication for process groups.
The ISIS reliable distributed toolkit [2], also based on process groups and multicast, enables group communication to
increase fault-tolerance. Remote Procedure Call has been
enhanced to handle communication with multiple processes
simultaneously [ 161 and to support replication [6].
The success of group communication in distributed systems provoked research into adopting the concept as a programming technique. Broadcasting Sequential Processes
[7] enabled sequential processes similar to those in Hoare's
CSP [9] to broadcast messages to all others although there
was no support for groups or transparency (messages were
explicitly broadcast and received). Another approach relies on class libraries to abstract the group communication primitives of the underlying operating system [S, 121.
These libraries are not a general language construct because
their semantics depends on the system they are based on.
They are not transparent because multiple responses to an
invocation must be explicitly handled by a client.
We are aware of one other effort to add group mechanisms to Emerald [4]. Their approach supports a simple
form of group structuring, whereby new members can be
added to an existing group. Group invocation results in one
member of the group receiving the invocation. Otherwise,
there is no support for group communication. Our mechanisms allow us to emulate this behavior using singular
invocations.

6 Performance
In this section, we present the costs of some group communication and maintenance operations measured for a distributed name service. The service consists of name servers
placed one on each node of the system and creating a group.
The measurements were taken on a system consisting of 5
nodes (40Mhz Spark IPX) connected by 10Mb/s Ethernet.
MO1 and group maintenance operations used total causal
broadcast.
First, we measure group maintenance cost. Creation of
a distributed service based on a group requires two steps:
first, the creation of all objects comprising it and their distribution, and second, construction of the group (creation of
the group and addition of its members). In our example application, the first step took 135 ms and the second step 42
ms. The cost of group related operations is less then 25%
of the total cost of creation of the service (177ms) which
means that they do not have a prohibitively high cost.
Second, we contrast times of different invocation methods by measuring the time to invoke the empty method by
means of MO1 and remote object invocation. To show the
impact of collecting results, we measure a broadcast invocation that is abandoned without waiting for results and an
invocation that collects all results. The asynchronous MO1
(10ms) is significantly faster than a remote invocation of
an object (30 ms). The cost of fully synchronous MO1 (51
ms) is of the same order of magnitude as the cost of remote
invocation. Table 1 summarizes the measurements.
operation
creation and distribution of servers
construction of a group
total time of creation of the service
remote invocation of a single object
MOI, abandon results
MOI. collecting all results

8 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a group structuring
mechanism for a distributed object-oriented language. We
have shown that the notion of a group fits well into the
paradigm of object-oriented programming. A group may
consist of objects and may itself be viewed as an object.
Group communication may be expressed by means of object invocations. Groups and group communication abstract issues such as communication protocols, membership, and ordering of messages.
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